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Open Data on the Web 
As governments begin to recognize the benefits of opening their data, we, the public, reap the benefits 

of easy access to this new data. While a quick search on the web reveals many documents and articles 

on how and why to open your data, the information on using this newly opened data is scarce. The 

ability to use this newly opened data is assumed. But if you are new to programming or analyzing data, 

the large amounts of data and variety of formats may seem overwhelming to you. In this tutorial I will 

provide you with a brief introduction to open data.  

This tutorial will cover: 

Open Data Formats and how to use them: 

  CSV 

  JSON 

  REST 

Albuquerque Data: 

  Geographic Data 

  Non-Geographic Data 

Examples of ABQ Data 
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Common Open Data Formats 
Almost every site hosting open data will provide it in one of these four formats: CSV, JSON, REST or 

KML/KMZ/XML. The format in which a dataset is released can often be tied to the type of data it 

contains – geographic or non-geographic. The City of Albuquerque tends to provide geographic data in 

JSON, REST or KML/KMZ and non-geographic data in CSV and XML. While geographic data could also be 

in CSV or XML, it is not as common.  

CSV 
The oldest and most common data format you will encounter is CSV. CSV stands for Comma Separated 

Values and a CSV file will look like the lines below. 

NIBRS Group, NIBRS Heading, CABQ Offense, NIBRS Code 
A, ASSAULT OFFENSES, AGGRAVATED ASSAULT, 13A 
A, ARSON, ARSON,200 
A, PROSTITUTION OFFENSES, ASSISTING OR PROMOTING PROSTITUTION, 40B 
A, MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT, AUTO BURGLARY,240 

In a CSV file, the first line is the header – a list of the fields. The following lines are records – one record 

per line. Each line is terminated with a newline character. There is no standard for CSV files so working 

with files from different sources can introduce some unique cases. One thing you may see when working 

with CSV files are quotes around a field. A quote around a field is considered an escape character – 

meaning anything inside the quotes should be ignored in parsing the file. Two common examples are 

the existence of newlines and commas within the quotes. Using a parser from a library will almost 

always catch this, if you are writing your own, this is a common gotcha. The last thing you may notice is 

that your CSV file has no commas. A CSV file may not be comma delimited but rather tab delimited. 

Many times a tab delimited file will be named TSV but in the case of Albuquerque Open Data, they are 

not, and it is not required – remember, there is no standard so a CSV could be separated by any 

character.  

Working with CSV Files 

Now that you understand what a CSV file is, how can we use them? The most common way to use of a 

CSV file is in a spreadsheet application like Open Office Calc or Excel. 

CSV in Excel 

Because CSV is so common, your computer may already know what to do with the file. After 

downloading a CSV file from Albuquerque Open Data, you may notice it already has the icon on it for 

your spreadsheet application. If double clicking the file opens it in a spreadsheet, you are already 

configured. Congratulations. You can now work with it as you would any Excel file.  

If it did not open automatically, let’s import it in to Excel manually.  

To load any type of text file in Excel, first open Excel. On the data tab, select the from text button. After 

selecting your file, you will see the box below. 
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The file we are opening is delimited so keep it checked. If for some reason you want to skip the headers, 

you can change the import row to 2 – but for now, leave it at 1. Lastly, you can see a preview of the file 

contents. Everything looks good, so click next. Now you will be presented with the options for how the 

file is laid out. This is where we can customize our import for those differences in CSV files. The options 

are shown in the image below. 
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The delimiters options allow us to choose from the most common or to enter our own. The file I am 

using is comma separated and when I select it, I can see the preview change showing how each row will 

be separated. As you learned earlier, there are gotchas with escape characters. In Excel they are called 

Text qualifiers. Using the option, you can select quotes. Now any comma or newline wrapped in quotes 

will be ignored. If you experience issues with importing your file, this is the first thing you should check. 

Click next to proceed to column options. 
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For each column, you can preset the data type or if you even want the column imported in to Excel. I 

would recommend importing every column and just hiding the ones you may not be interested in later. 

You never know when you may want them. Clicking finish will allow you to choose the top left corner for 

importing the data. Cell A1 should be preselected, so go ahead and click ok. Your data is now in Excel. 

You can save this data as a normal Excel workbook. 

CSV in Python 

If you are a developer and would like to use a CSV in your program, languages like Python make it very 

easy.  

Python has a csv library that we can import. Using it, we can open a file and read through it line by line 

grabbing each row. Assuming the file has each field separated by a comma, each line ending with a 

newline character and no escape characters, we can use the defaults. The first thing to do in Python is 

import the csv library and open the file with the options read and binary (rb).  

>>> import csv as csv 
>>> data=csv.reader(open('data.csv','rb')) 
>>> data 
<_csv.reader object at 0x00000000024B4A08> 

Now the variable data holds the entire contents of the file. The file I am using starts with a header so I 

want to pull that out. 
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>>> header=data.next() 
>>> header 
['NIBRS Group', ' NIBRS Heading', ' CABQ Offense', ' NIBRS Code'] 

The line above puts the first line in to my variable header. Then I print out the values in header.  Now 

you can loop through each row (record) in the file and print them. 

>>> for row in data: 
...     print row 
... 
['A', ' ASSAULT OFFENSES', ' AGGRAVATED ASSAULT', ' 13A'] 
['A', ' ARSON', ' ARSON', '200'] 
['A', ' PROSTITUTION OFFENSES', ' ASSISTING OR PROMOTING PROSTITUTION', ' 40B'] 
['A', ' MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT', ' AUTO BURGLARY', '240'] 

You can access each column (field) in a row by changing print row to print row[n] where n is the index of 

the column. For example, row[0] would return ‘A’ for each record. 

Let’s count the number of records above. Instead of printing the rows, we will initialize a counter and 

increment each time we read a row. 

>>> count=0 
 >>> for row in data: 
...      count+=1 
... 
>>> count 
4 

There are four records in our file. By changing what happens in the for loop, you can now work with the 

CSV data. Let’s try one more example. I have duplicated the last line so there are now two motor vehicle 

thefts in the file. We will pretend we don’t  know that and have python count for us. 

>>> data=csv.reader(open(data.csv,'rb')) 
>>> count=0 
>>> for row in data: 
...     if row[1]=='  MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT': 
...             count+=1 
... 
>>> count 
2 

Now you can programmatically extract and summarize data from a CSV file. 
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JSON 
With the rise of JavaScript as a dominant language in web programming, it was inevitable that new 

formats would come about that would be easier to parse then XML. JSON stands for JavaScript Object 

Notation. It is a format that uses attribute-value pairs to store data. Using the example from Wikipedia, 

JSON looks like the code below. 

{ 
  "firstName": "John", 
  "lastName": "Smith", 
  "address": { 
       "streetAddress": "21 2nd Street", 
       "city": "New York", 
  }, 
  "phoneNumbers": [ 
    { 
       "type": "home", 
       "number": "212 555-1234" 
    }, 
    { 
       "type": "office", 
       "number": "646 555-4567" 
    } 
  ] 
} 

The first thing you will notice is that there is always an attribute followed by a value (firstName : John). 

Next, notice that an attribute can have sub-attributes as in the case of address. Or, that an attribute can 

be an array of sub-attributes. (phoneNumbers). This allows for more detailed data structures and is still 

very easy for a machine to parse.  

JSON in JavaScript 

JSON libraries exist in most modern programming languages, but for now, we will focus on working with 

JSON in JavaScript.  

Assuming we have assigned the JSON above to a variable data, how can we parse out the attributes, 

sub-attributes and arrays of attributes? In JavaScript there are two ways: dot notation and square 

bracket notation. In the first example, I will show both methods but because dot notation is the most 

common method, I will only demonstrate it in the latter examples.  

data.firstName 
data[“firstName’] 
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Remember we assigned the JSON to a variable data so everything will start with data. Both statements 

above will return John. To get the streetAddress, we need to traverse deeper in to the data structure. 

data.address.streetAddress 

The attribute phoneNumbers is an array. We can find out how many records are in it but using the 

length method. 

data.phoneNumbers.length 

This will return 2. We can grab an item by using the code below. 

data.phoneNumbers[0].type 

This code above will return “home.”  Remember, arrays are indexed starting at 0, so if there are 2 items 

they are data.phoneNumbers[0] and data.phoneNumbers [1]. The last item is always length-1.  

Getting JSON from the Web 

The information above started with us having the JSON assigned to a variable, but when the JSON is on 

the Albuquerque Open Data site, how do we get it? The answer is by using AJAX. AJAX stands for 

asynchronous JavaScript and XML – although XML is usually replaced with JSON. It is a method by which 

we can retrieve data from another source without reloading our current page.  

Before we can move on to workign with JSON over the web, let’s first quickly review the structure of an 

AJAX query. 

var url = “http://somesite.com/file.json” 
http=new XMLHttpRequest(); 
http.open("GET", url, true); 
http.setRequestHeader("Content-type", "application/x-www-form-urlencoded"); 
http.onreadystatechange = function() {//Call a function when the state changes. 
 if(http.readyState == 4 && http.status == 200) { 
  Code Goes Here…….. 
  }} 
http.send(); 

The above code is a standard AJAX request. You start by specifying the URL to the resource, then create 

a function to execute when successful and finally, you send the request. AJAX is asynchronous so while 

the request is being processed, your code continues to execute. When the request is completed, your 

code will stop and return to the success function. Above, the success function has the line: code goes 

here. This is where we will process the JSON.  

Process the JSON 

To process the JSON, let’s change the URL in the AJAX request to the parks data on the City of 

Albuquerque Open Data site. This URL will look funny because, as you will learn more about in the next 

section, it is actually a call to a REST endpoint. For now, we will assume it is just a JSON file and read it 

in.  
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After a successful AJAX request, we can look at the results using http.responseText. 

var url = “http://coagisweb.cabq.gov/arcgis/rest/services/public/recreation/...” 
http=new XMLHttpRequest(); 
http.open("GET", url, true); 
http.setRequestHeader("Content-type", "application/x-www-form-urlencoded"); 
http.onreadystatechange = function() {//Call a function when the state changes. 
 if(http.readyState == 4 && http.status == 200) { 
  console.log(http.responseText); 
  }} 
http.send(); 

If you open your JavaScript console, you will see a long JSON string. I call it a string because that is 

exactly what it is at the moment – a string of text. We cannot parse it yet. The next step is to get the 

string in to a JSON object and assigned to a variable. 

var data= JSON.parse(http.responseText); 

That is all it takes. We are now working with a JSON object as we had in the previous section and can 

grab each item using dot notation. 

REST 
REST is not a standard, but rather, a set of guidelines for creating web services. A REST endpoint is 

usually a URL that returns JSON. The endpoint can either be a hardcoded URL like 

http://mysite.com/albums/1 that returns information about an album with the ID of 1, or a URL that 

takes parameters like http://mysite.com/query?albums=1 that returns the same info for an album with 

the ID of 1. Albuquerque Open data has REST endpoints for all their geographic data. The specific REST 

API they are using is the ESRI API. ESRI is the maker of a widely used geographic information systems 

software package. The ESRI REST API uses the second form of REST – an endpoint that takes parameters. 

If you look that he URL to the parks data you will see the question mark in the url after query followed 

by a series of attribute=value statements.  

Since REST returns JSON, once we have the data, we parse it exactly as demonstrated in the section on 

JSON. We also grab the rest data using AJAX. The only difference being, this time we use a POST method 

and pass parameters.  I will try not to complicate matters but you can use GET as we did in the JSON 

section; however, certain features are only available through POST – mostly editing features. It is 

probably best to use GET with static files and POST with endpoints that allow parameters – just in case.  

Using the parks data, we can modify the AJAX query by adding the code in bold to make a POST request 

to the REST endpoint and retrieve the same data as in the JSON example. 
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var url = http://coagisweb.cabq.gov/arcgis/rest/services/public/.../query 
var params= “where=1=1&f=json”; 
http=new XMLHttpRequest(); 
http.open("POST", url, true); 
http.setRequestHeader("Content-type", "application/x-www-form-urlencoded"); 
http.onreadystatechange = function() {//Call a function when the state changes. 
 if(http.readyState == 4 && http.status == 200) { 
  console.log(http.responseText); 
  }} 
http.send(params); 

By changing the URL to the REST endpoint query service, adding the parameters, changing the method 

to POST and then sending the parameters in the request, we grabbed the same exact data as the JSON 

example.  

So what is special about these REST endpoints? Well, in the example we used 1=1 as the parameter. This 

returns everything. The ESRI REST endpoint allows many kinds of queries. We could have used 

parkname=Tiguex to only get back a single park. When using GET with a static JSON file, this is not 

possible. You would have to filter on the client side after reading the data. REST lets us limit the data 

returned. In the last section, we will walk through some real world examples of using REST with 

Albuquerque Open Data where we use more advanced queries with parameters.  
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Albuquerque Open Data 
Albuquerque lists a number of Open Data sets on the site http://cabq.gov/abq-data. I have summarized 

them by whether they are geographic or not. The table below does not include any data set that is only 

in KML as parsing KML is beyond the scope of this introduction and because I have a feeling those will be 

going away shortly. The one exception is the Transit in Real time data set because it is too important to 

leave out – though it may be changing to REST shortly.  

Geographic Non-Geographic 

Open Trails Employee Benefits and Rates 

Crime Incidents Vehicle Emissions 

Address points Restaurant Inspections 

DMD Projects Campaign Finalized 

Police Area Commands Campaign Vendor 

Parks Air Quality Index 

Route 66 signs Business Registration 

Public Art Pollen Count Daily 

Film Locations Food Inspections 

Parking Citations Pool Inspections 

Voting Locations Graded Employee Earnings 

Transit in Real Time Top 250 Employee Earnings 

Building Permits Ungraded Employee Earnings 

 
Vendor Checkbook 

  

A dataset listed as geographic means that there are coordinates associated with each record. Many of 

the non-geographic datasets contain addresses and refer to physical locations. Mapping them, however, 

would require geocoding the address – which you will learn how to do in the next section.  The 

highlights of Albuquerque Open Data, in my opinion, are the Transit in Real Time data set and the 

Campaign and Employee data sets. The Transit data set displays a bus location every minute for every 

bus in the City. That is quite impressive, and useful. The financial datasets are interested because they 

provide a high level of transparency in City operation and in elections and campaigns.  

In the next section, you will learn how to build applications with these data sets.  

Example Applications Using Albuquerque Open Data 
And now we get down to some practical applications using Albuquerque open Data. These examples will 

include more mapping applications, but will have some non-geographic examples as well. Let’s start 

with the non-geographic and look at  

http://cabq.gov/abq-data
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Campaign Finalized Application 
In this example, we will use a tab delimited file – Campaign Finalized – to create a webpage that allows a 

user to select an organization and see the amount contributed, spent and the difference.  The image 

below is the completed application.  

 

Get the Data 

On the Albuquerque Open Data site, we will use Campaign Finalized. You will see two options: XML or 

CSV. We will use the CSV – which is really tab delimited. Grab the data using AJAX. 

var url = 
“http://data.cabq.gov/government/campaignfinalized/CampaignReportFinalizedVersionCABQ-en-
us.csv&#8221;; 

http=new XMLHttpRequest(); 
http.open(“GET”, url, true); 
http.setRequestHeader(“Content-type”, “application/x-www-form-urlencoded”); 
http.onreadystatechange = function() {//Call a function when the state changes. 
if(http.readyState == 4 && http.status == 200) { 
var results=http.responseText; 
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Parse the Data 

The data is tab delimited in rows that have a newline character at the end. This file also has new line 

characters in fields – but they are wrapped in quotes. Handling this will be difficult on our own, so let’s 

use a library for it. Download PapaParse 4. This will simplify the process significantly. We can grab the 

data with: 

p=Papa.parse(results,{ 
delimiter:”\t”, 
newline:”\n” }); 

Now I have an array with each line as p.data[x] and each item as p.data[x][0-8]. For this example, we will 

use the committee name(p.data[x][0]) and the amount(p.data[x][8]). 

Let’s populate the dropdown box. First, we need to create it in the HTML and add a default value. 

<select id=’D1′></select> 
var select = document.getElementById(“D1″); 
var d= document.createElement(“option”); 
d.value = -1; 
d.id=-1; 
d.textContent = “—Choose—“; 
select.appendChild(d); 

We can now iterate through our data and create an array of individual groups. 

for(r=1;r<p.data.length;r++){ 
if(groups.indexOf(p.data[r][0].trim())>-1){ 
//do nothing 
} 
else{groups.push(p.data[r][0].trim());} 
} 

And then populate the combo box 

for(g=0;g<groups.length-1;g++){ 
var opt = document.createElement(“option”); 
opt.value = g; 
opt.id=g; 
opt.textContent = groups[g]; 
select.appendChild(opt); 
} 

Displaying the Data 

We need to add an Event Listener on the combo box and execute a function. 

document.getElementById(‘D1′).addEventListener(‘change’, money, false); 
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The function will grab the value of the item selected then get its text content (name). With this 

information we can pull all the data from the CSV for the financials of the committee selected. Lastly, 

update the DOM to display the results. 

function money(m){ 
m=document.getElementById(this.value).textContent; 
console.log(m); 
for(y=0;y<p.data.length;y++){ 
if(p.data[y][0].trim()==m){ 
if(parseFloat(p.data[y][8])>0){ 
raised+=parseFloat(p.data[y][8]); 
} 
else{spent+=parseFloat(p.data[y][8]);} 
} 
else{} 
} 
document.getElementById(“output”).innerHTML='<h3>Raised:</h3>’+raised.toLocaleString()+'<

h3>Spent:</h3>’+spent.toLocaleString()+'<h3>Difference</h3>’+(raised+spent).toLocaleString(); 
} 

Without Papa Parse 4, this would have been a much more complicated task. There is no CSV standard, 

so dealing with individuals CSV files requires a lot of modification. In this example, having new line 

characters in a field wreaked havoc on my first attempts to parse it out manually. Also, I originally set 

the PapaParse option header=true, but the application complained. Instead of figuring out why it didn’t 

like it, I just started my loops at an index of 1 – dropping the headers at index 0. 

 

Geocoding and Reverse Geocoding with REST 
Albuquerque provides a large assortment of open data on their website. One service that I would find 

useful is a geocoding service. Digging around, I was able to find one that was not listed on the open data 

page. In this example, you will learn how to use a geocoding REST endpoint. 

Geocoding an Address 

The first step is to create a widget that will allow a user to enter the address we want to find. The CSS 

and HTML below will create the widget for us. 

#AddressSearchBox{ 
background-color: rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.5); 
border: 1px solid #000; 
-moz-border-radius: 15px; 
border-radius: 15px; 
height:40px; 
width:350px; 
padding-top:10px; 
padding-left:5px; 
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position: absolute; 
left: 40%; 
top: 3px; 
z-index: 100000; 
} 
<div style=”text-align: center”><div style=”text-align: left; margin: 0 auto; width: 50%;”> 
<div id=”AddressSearchBox”> <center><b>Address:</b><input type=’text’ id=’addr’ 

name=’to’><button onclick=’GeocodeAddress()’>Search</button><center></div> 
</div></div> 

Now that we can accept user input, we need to write the GeocodeAddress function. The function is an 

AJAX call to the geocoding service. It will return a series of candidates with scores, however, for this 

example I will just grab the first result.  The code below sends an address, asks for the results in 

wkid:4326 and as JSON. We grab the first result, add a marker to the map and zoom. 

function GeocodeAddress(){ 
var params = “Street=”+document.getElementById(“addr”).value+”&f=json&outSR=4326″; 
var url = 

“http://coagisweb.cabq.gov/arcgis/rest/services/locators/CABQ_Composite/GeocodeServer/findAddres
sCandidates&#8221; 

http=new XMLHttpRequest(); 
http.open(“POST”, url, true); 
http.setRequestHeader(“Content-type”, “application/x-www-form-urlencoded”); 
http.onreadystatechange = function() {//Call a function when the state changes. 
if(http.readyState == 4 && http.status == 200) { 
var thexy= JSON.parse(http.responseText); 
x=thexy.candidates[0].location.x; 
y=thexy.candidates[0].location.y; 
console.log(x+”,”+y); 
var yousearchedfor = 

L.marker([thexy.candidates[0].location.y,thexy.candidates[0].location.x]).addTo(map).bindPopup(‘<h3>’
+thexy.candidates[0].address+'</h3>’).openPopup(); 

map.setView([thexy.candidates[0].location.y,thexy.candidates[0].location.x],18); 
}} 
http.send(params);} 

That is all there is to it. The image below shows the results for 123 Sentral. Notice the street name is 

actually central. Because we are using a real geocoding service in this example we do not need exact 

matches. 
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Now you can enter an address and find the result on a map. But with ESRI gecoding services you can also 

reverse geocode. 

Reverse Geocoding 

Reverse geocoding takes a point and returns the address. We will allow the user to click on the map and 

will return a marker with the address of the click. Our map will return coordinates in wkid:4326 (lat,long) 

but the service we are using is using wkid:3857. Now we have a problem – the points we will pass do not 

match the expected input to the service and we will receive no results back. I addressed projections in a 

previous post and  how we could pass an inSR and an outSR to the service. If you look again at the code 

above, we asked the geocoding service to outSR=4326, so can’t we just do that again in this example? 

No. The reverse geocoding service will not take inSR as a parameter. Here is the solution: 

When an ESRI service does not allow an inSR parameter – for example adding a feature or reverse 

geocoding – you can assign the inSR value in the geometry you are sending. 
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What does this mean? It means that when the user clicks we need to send a point object to the service 

that looks like: 

 location = {x:-106 , y:35, “spatialReference” : {“wkid” : 4326}} 

Now we can code the reverse geocoding portion of our application. using Leaflet.js we can write: 

map.on(“click”,function(e){ CODE HERE}); 

Inside the function, we need to make an AJAX call to the service passing the geometry as a parameter – 

with our spatial reference – and then get the results, draw a marker, and zoom. The code is shown 

below. 

map.on(“click”,function(e){ 
var marker=L.marker(e.latlng); 
coords=marker.toGeoJSON(); 
var 

urlgeocode=”http://coagisweb.cabq.gov/arcgis/rest/services/locators/CABQ_Composite/GeocodeServe
r/reverseGeocode&#8221;; 

a1=”location={x:”; 
a2=String(coords.geometry.coordinates[0]); 
a3=”,y:”; 
a4=String(coords.geometry.coordinates[1]); 
a5=’,”spatialReference” : {“wkid” : 4326}}&distance=1000&f=json&outSR=4326′; 
var geocodeparams =a1.concat(a2,a3,a4,a5); 
var http=new XMLHttpRequest(); 
http.open(“POST”, urlgeocode, true); 
http.setRequestHeader(“Content-type”, “application/x-www-form-urlencoded”); 
http.onreadystatechange = function() {//Call a function when the state changes. 
if(http.readyState == 4 && http.status == 200) { 
results=JSON.parse(http.responseText); 
L.marker([results.location.y,results.location.x]).addTo(map) 
.bindPopup(‘<h3>’+results.address.Street+'</h3>’) 
.openPopup(); 
map.setView([results.location.y,results.location.x],18); 
}} 
http.send(geocodeparams); 
}); 
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Now when a user clicks on the map, they will get the image below. 

 

 

Albuquerque Crime Incidents 
In this example, I will show you how to use Turf.js to help query the REST endpoint.  

The Idea 

The goal of this example is to allow a user to click on a map and get back all the crime data within a half 

mile of the click. The end result will look like the image below. 
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Create the Geometry 

To make this work, we need to catch where the user clicks on the map and convert it to GeoJSON so we 

can use it in our Turf.js operations without having to convert it to a Turf.point. 

map.on(“click”,function(e){ 
a=L.marker(e.latlng); 
b=a.toGeoJSON(); 
}); 

Now that we have a point, we need to create the buffer and then grab the envelope. 
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var buffered = turf.buffer(b,.5,”miles”); 
var result = turf.featurecollection(buffered.features.concat(b)); 
enveloped = turf.envelope(result); 

Query the Service 

With the envelope, we can query the REST endpoint and pass the lower left and upper right coordinates 

to get the Crime Incidents in the bounding box. I have done several posts on making an AJAX request to 

ArcServer and will not go in to detail here. Just note that we will have two parameters that I do not use 

often. 

geometryType=esriGeometryEnvelope 
spatialRel=esriSpatialRelIntersects 

And a geometry parameter that will take the corner points of the envelope. The code below shows how 

to make the query. 

var 
params=”f=json&outSR=4326&outFields=*&geometryType=esriGeometryEnvelope&spatialRel=esriSpati
alRelIntersects&inSR=4326&geometry=”+enveloped.geometry.coordinates[0][0][0]+”,”+enveloped.geo
metry.coordinates[0][0][1]+”,”+enveloped.geometry.coordinates[0][2][0]+”,”+enveloped.geometry.coor
dinates[0][2][1]; 

var url = 
“http://coagisweb.cabq.gov/arcgis/rest/services/public/APD_Incidents/MapServer/0/query&#8221;; 

console.log(params); 
http=new XMLHttpRequest(); 
http.open(“POST”, url, true); 
http.setRequestHeader(“Content-type”, “application/x-www-form-urlencoded”); 
http.onreadystatechange = function() {//Call a function when the state changes. 
if(http.readyState == 4 && http.status == 200) { 
console.log(http.responseText); 
var result= JSON.parse(http.responseText); 
for(x=0;x<Object.keys(result.features).length;x++){ 
xy=result.features[x].geometry; 
console.log(result.features[x].geometry); 
adate=new Date(result.features[x].attributes.date); 
L.marker([result.features[x].geometry.y,result.features[x].geometry.x]).bindPopup(“<h3>”+resul

t.features[x].attributes.CVINC_TYPE+”</h3><p>”+adate.toString()).addTo(map);} 
}} 
http.send(params); 

I added a popup showing the crime type and then formatted the epoch data to a human readable string. 

Now if you click on the map, you will get back a series of incidents. To improve on this, you could pass a 

specific date range but the data itself is for the last 180 days (rolling, meaning tomorrow one day will be 

dropped off). 
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Transit in Real Time 
The City of Albuquerque has put out a lot of good data and they have done so in several different 

formats. There is one data set that I love and despise at the same time – the Real Time Bus data. I love it 

because I think it is an excellent example of open data. It is extremely useful as it is updated every 

minute. I despise it because it is in KML 

As a developer, KML is worthless to me. I want a stream of data in JSON or CSV. I have struggled with 

what to do for some time now – ignore the bus data or figure out a way to build something with it. In 

this example, I will show you how to conquer KML files using JavaScript. 

 

The solution that came to mind was to use AJAX to read the KML file off the City webpage. The first 

thing I did was to write an AJAX request using the city URL and inspected the response. 

XMLHttpRequest cannot load http://domain1 Origin http://domain2 is not allowed by Access-

Control-Allow-Origin. 
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Already off to a great start. I was about ready to wait another two years before looking at the City Bus 

Data again. I looked in to Chrome and found that you can launch it without web security. I created a 

shortcut for it on my Desktop: 

C:\Program Files(x86)\Google\Chrome\Application\chrome.exe” –args –disable-web-security 

 

When I ran the code again, I got back a bunch of XML. Bingo! that is exactly what I wanted. Now I had to 

figure out how to parse it. Enter the JavaScript DOMParser(). 

var xmlDoc = new DOMParser().parseFromString(http.responseText,’text/xml’); 

That is all it took to get the KML in to a parsable format. To add the buses to the map I grabbed the 

coordinates using 

var coords = xmlDoc.getElementsByTagName(“coordinates”); 

Grabbing the length of the coords object, I looped through mapping the coordinates. 

for(i=0;i<Object.keys(coords).length-1;i++){ 
var xy=coords[i].childNodes[0].nodeValue.split(“,”); 
markers.addLayer(L.marker([xy[1],xy[0]]));} 

The coordinates are (Long,Lat) in KML and Leaflet.js expects (Lat,Long) so the indexes are switched. Also, 

the markers are added to a FeatureGroup so that I can easily clear them all and redraw them every 62 

seconds. 

The application is wrapped in a function getBus() and executed using 

 window.setInterval(getBus,62000); 

Now every 62 seconds the map will refresh and the buses will have moved. 

More Information 

There is more data in the KML: Vehicle Number, Speed, Msg Time and Next Stop. The KML file has 

unfortunately put these values in a table. You cannot grab them by Tag Name easily – they all have the 

same tag. You can see them all using: 

var vehicleNumber=xmlDoc.getElementsByTagName(“td”); 
for(i=0;i<Object.keys(vehicleNumber).length-1;i++) 
{console.log(vehicleNumber[i].childNodes[0].nodeValue);} 

This is where I really wish the data were cleaner – or in JSON. A little data wrangling is good for us, so 

that will be my next move. 
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End Notes 
This is a quick and dirty guide to using Open Data generally, and Albuquerque Open Data specifically. It 

is by means meant to be a complete reference but merely my attempt to make Open Data more 

accessible.  We were all beginners at one point and needed that boost to help us on our way. If I can 

help anyone get started then I have achieved my goal. If you are interested in Coding with Open Data 

anywhere and have questions or comments, you can reach me at: 

paulcrickard@gmail.com 

Or on Twitter: @pcrickard 

There are a lot more examples on my blog at: 

http://paulcrickard.wordpress.com 
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